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The Book of the Dead Douglas Preston 2006-05-30 An FBI agent, rotting away in a high-security prison for a murder he did
not commit... His brilliant, psychotic brother, about to perpetrate a horrific crime... A young woman with an
extrodinary past, on th edge of a violent breakdown... An ancient Egyptian tomb with an enigmatic curse, about to be
unveiled at a celebrity-studded New York gala... Memento Mori
The Way Home Cindy Gerard 2014-10-28 Jess Albert has been numb since the death of her husband in Afghanistan, but former
special ops agent Tyler Brown walks into her life, and reawakens her. A world away, a lost American soldier clings to
life in a cave, alongside a dark-haired, dark-eyed woman.
Romancing the Countess Ashley March 2011-09-06 Sebastian Madinger, the Earl of Wriothesly, thought he'd married the
perfect woman-until a fatal accident revealed her betrayal with his best friend. After their deaths, Sebastian is
determined to avoid a scandal for the sake of his son. But his best friend's widow is just as determined to cast her
mourning veil aside by hosting a party that will surely destroy both their reputations and expose all of his carefully
kept secrets... Leah George has carried the painful knowledge of her husband's affair for almost a year. All she wants
now is to enjoy her independence and make a new life for herself-even if that means being ostracized by the Society
whose rules she was raised to obey. Now that the rumors are flying, there's only one thing left for Sebastian to do:
silence the scandal by enticing the improper widow into becoming a proper wife. But when it comes to matters of the
heart, neither Sebastian nor Leah is prepared for the passion they discover in each other's arms....
Coming Home Patricia Wilson 1996
The Rocker Who Shatters Me Terri Anne Browning 2014-12-01 ***Mature Content.*** ***Not Intended For Readers Under The
Age Of 17*** A Bet... Yes, I made a bet with my best friend-my now ex-best friend. It had been a stupid, heat of the
moment kind of thing. I'd just wanted to get her out of my system and move one. Instead I've lived to regret it ever
since. I lost the girl I loved, a girl that possessed my very soul. Now I can't even get close to Natalie. She thinks
all she ever meant to me was just the means to the end of a stupid, stupid game. ...For a Bet! In the span of one night
I'd gone from thinking I had a future with the man I loved to SHATTERED at his feet. I can't get over it. The pain is
too strong, too destructive as it festers more and more inside of me. And then my friend came up with the perfect
revenge for both our broken hearts. "I bet you..." Those three little words gave me a reason to ball my pain up and
throw it back in Devlin Cutter's face. I would let him back in, let him think he had a chance with me once again. And
then I would walk away, leaving him broken and bleeding at my feet as he once had left me. This time he would be the one
SHATTERED.
Saving Grace Katie Graykowski 2014-06-16 Grace Kelley isn't blonde, demure, and she definitely isn't a princess. At the
moment, fifteen dollars and a single peppermint stand between her and starvation. When she meets a teenaged girl in
trouble, Grace's life takes a turn for the better. She goes from a homeless singer to a nanny in no time flat.
Professionally, Chord Robbins has the world at his feet. As the coach of the Super Bowl winning NFL team, The Austin
Lone Stars, there is nothing he can't do. But his home life is hell. He has three kids, no discipline, and his wife left
him for her yoga instructor. When Grace stumbles into his life, he promptly throws her out. But she won't stay away.
Since he can't get rid of her, he hires her. When these two get together, it proves that all is fair in love and
football... and losing is just the beginning.
Auberon James S. A. Corey 2019-11-12 A novella set in the universe of James S. A. Corey's NYT-bestselling Expanse
series, Auberon explores a new and alien world and the age-old dangers that humanity has carried with it to the stars.
Now a Prime Original series. This story will be available in the complete Expanse story collection, Memory’s Legion.
Hugo Award Winner for Best Series Auberon is one of the first and most important colony worlds in humanity's reach, and
the new conquering faction has come to claim it. Governor Rittenaur has come to bring civilization and order to the far
outpost and guarantee the wealth and power of the Empire. But Auberon already has its own history, a complex culture,
and a criminal kingpin named Erich with very different plans. In a world of deceit, violence, and corruption, the
greatest danger Rittenaur faces is love. The Expanse Leviathan Wakes Caliban's War Abaddon's Gate Cibola Burn Nemesis
Games Babylon's Ashes Persepolis Rising Tiamat's Wrath Leviathan Falls Memory's Legion The Expanse Short Fiction Drive
The Butcher of Anderson Station Gods of Risk The Churn The Vital Abyss Strange Dogs Auberon The Sins of Our Fathers
Worth the Drive Mara Jacobs 2012-10-01 All Katie ever wanted was a baby. Reeling from her husband's cheating and
desertion, Katie embarks on a one-night fling with professional golfer Dario Luna. Never could she have imagined that
one night with Dario would give her something 15 years of marriage couldn'tNmorning sickness.
Sorry Charlie Katie Graykowski 2017-01-17 From International Bestselling Author Katie Graykowski comes a love story
about friendship, laughter, and Louisiana politics. Charlotte Guidry, Charlie, is Louisiana royalty. Her ancestor, JeanBaptiste Le Moyne De Bienville, settled New Orleans and someone from her family has been running either the city or the
state ever since. Her father, The Honorable Thaddeus Thibodaux governor of the great state of Louisiana, is up for
reelection and Charlie is in charge of his campaign. Wagner Scott will do anything to help his candidate, Jerome Breaux,
win the governorship including wining and dining the competition's campaign manager. It certainly isn't a hardship
taking Charlie Guidry out on the town, in fact, he's enjoying this assignment. He's never met a woman quite like
Charlie. She's anything but dull. Soon, she comes to mean more to him than just a means to an end. He has feelings for
her. Can he sacrifice everything he believes in for love? Can she forgive him? Fans of Susan Elizabeth Phillips and
Rachel Gibson won't want to miss this story full of laughter, love, and ranching.
All His Secrets Maya Hughes 2019-04-29 Order up! One CEO with piercing blue eyes, his withdrawn little girl and an offer
I can't refuse. No one like Rhys Thayer had ever walked into my diner. It wasn't that his suit costs more than a year's
worth of rent for my cramped apartment or that his cologne would melt the panties off all the women in a three block
radius, it's that one look from him sent my heart pounding and made my head swim. With a drained bank account and no
place to go, his offer was tempting. When his little girl smiled at me, I couldn't say no. I signed on the dotted line
and became the newest nanny in a penthouse overlooking the glittering city. But all that glitters isn't gold and Rhys is
hiding more than a drop-dead sexy body under all those three-piece suits. I try to keep it strictly professional, but
the sadness flickering in his eyes makes it hard to ignore. He has a well-hidden past and secrets the world has yet to
uncover. And every day I get closer to falling for my boss and learning the truth about Rhys Thayer...
Collard Greens and Catfishing Kelsey Browning 2020-11-15 The Golden Girls meet Dirty Harry... Southern matriarch Lillian
Summer Fairview is settling right nice into prison, until Big Martha, the toughest broad on the cellblock, comes asking
for a favor. Her niece has fallen for a guy she met online, and Martha's convinced Mr. Too-Good-To-Be-True is up to no
good. All Lil's friends have to do is investigate the guy and report back. Already tied up with a cantankerous septic
system on Lil's family estate, the grannies don't have time for detective work. If Summer Haven isn't in shipshape
before the historic society's inspection, they'll be in deep you-know-what. But Big Martha is as persuasive as she is
tough, and when the gals poke around, they find the guy doesn't really exist. Will these amateur sleuths be able to
track down the elusive Romeo in the scam-filled world of online dating without alerting the local police to their
shenanigans, or will they find themselves in trouble right up to their granny panties? Recipes included! (Originally
published as Fit to be Tied in the Granny/G Team series) Although all books are stand alones, if you would like to read
the entire series chronologically and follow the character development, the following is the correct order. The stories
are secondary to the main series. In for a Penny Collard Greens and Catfishing Christmas Cookies And A Confession - A
Jenny and Teague romantic adventure story Deviled Eggs And Deception Sweet Tea And Second Chances - A Jenny and Teague
romantic adventure story Fried Pickles And A Funeral Wedding Mints And Witnesses
Lyric and Lingerie Tracy Wolff 2016-09-27 From New York Times Bestselling author Tracy Wolff and International
Bestselling author Katie Graykowski comes a sexy tale of love, laughter and lingerie … Lyric Wright is an off-beat
astrophysicist whose life is falling apart around her. After losing her fiancé to a hula dancing astrologer and losing
her dress to an ill-fated leap of faith, she’s sure there’s nowhere for her life to go but up. At least until she sits
down on a trans-Pacific flight next to the one man she never wanted to see again—the boy she’d lost her heart and her
virginity too back before she’d learned that friendship and football don’t equal true love. Broken down quarterback
Heath Montgomery is on a plane ride to nowhere. Dodging the phone call he’s certain will end his professional football
career for good, he might be Texas bound, but he knows there’s nowhere for him to go but down. But that’s before his
childhood best friend and confidante plops back into his life wearing nothing but duct tape and a bad attitude.
Determined not to lose her again (especially since he isn’t sure why he lost her the first time) and desperate to outrun
his own shadowy future, Heath sets out to take Lyric on the ride of her life. Too bad she only dates men who actually
know what her butterfly nebula is … and can find it without the help of a star chart. Add in one passive-aggressive
flight attendant with delusions of couture, a cherry red car with a crush on Neil Diamond, an over-protective sister
with a black belt in Krav Maga, two parents determined to marry their spinster daughter off to the hometown hero no
matter the cost, and a whole lot of lingerie popping up in all the right places at all the wrong times and you’ve got an
unforgettable love story that fans of Susan Elizabeth Phillips and Rachel Gibson won’t want to miss!
Shallow Georgia Cates 2012-12-01 Nick Hawke wants his car fast and his girls faster. He blows through them quicker than
his muscle car races down the drag strip in Collinsville and he wouldn't have it any other way. He's determined to avoid
the devastation he has watched his father endure in the aftermath of his mother's abandonment. He believes there is no
room in his life or his heart for a relationship lasting more than one night. He seeks happiness in things that won't
let him down––fast cars, adrenaline highs, and one night stands. All of that changes when he unexpectedly runs into an
old friend and is introduced to Payton Archer, the first girl he ever wanted for more than a night. There's only one
catch––she's completely immune to him and his smooth talking ways.Payton Archer is looking for love––the true, mad, deep
kind. She's given up on finding it, at least until she leaves for college because she's certain that is where she'll
find the ideal guy to fit into her perfect world. Her summer plans include nothing more than three uneventful months of
fun but it turns out to be anything but ordinary when Payton meets Nick Hawke, one of Jesse's old Collinsville friends.
She's shocked by her immediate and intense attraction for “Hawke” because nothing about him is on her checklist for the
perfect love. Sure, he's hot and sexy but he comes from Collinsville and that is definitely not on her list of
prerequisites. Everything about him makes Payton's heart speed. He's exciting and dangerous but his fast car and chance
taking aren't what scares Payton the most. It's the way Nick Hawke makes her feel every time he looks at her. Can Payton
find the courage to leave the safe, shallow end of love and risk going under completely?
Keep Me Safe Skye Warren 2015-06-14 "KEEP ME SAFE is a very intense, well-written story. Ms. Warren does not play it
safe in her writing and has no remorse about it!" - The Forbidden Bookshelf When Rachel is abducted by a group of thugs,
one man steps in. Zachary wants her for himself, and she has no choice but to trust this stranger to keep her safe. When
danger strikes again, Rachel's body may endure the pain, but will their tenuous bond survive the abuse? KEEP ME SAFE is
a dark romance novella that explores captivity and power. Not intended for those uncomfortable with the subject matter
or under 18 years of age. **************** The books in the Dark Nights series:½. Keep Me Safe (prequel novella) 1.
Trust in Me 2. Don't Let Go Praise for Keep Me Safe: "I couldn't help but put everything I was working on aside and read
all 125 amazing pages of it. It's dark, gritty, disturbing, and amazingly fantastic!" - Day Dreaming "It's well written,
and I was riveted from the very first line until the very end and read it in one sitting. There is plenty of heat along
with mystery and suspense." - Romance in Review "Very hot. Just when I think I've got it figured out, the story takes an
even darker and twisted path." - The Forbidden Bookshelf
Beauty from Love Georgia Cates 2014-01-29 The epic romance between an all-American beauty and her Aussie continues in
this final installment of The Beauty Series.Jack McLachlan is fulfilled by more than he dared to dream possible. He
finds everything he never knew he wanted—or needed—in Laurelyn Prescott, his last and final companion. Life is beautiful
with his beloved by his side but their post-wedded bliss is cut short when his dark past springs into their present
happiness. He wants to shelter Laurelyn but keeping her untainted by his previous life proves impossible when
yesterday's sins insist on returning to haunt him. Will it be possible for them to find happiness in their forever with
a past like his?Beauty From Love is an adult contemporary novel and is not intended for younger readers due to mature
content.
Addicted to You Beth Kery 2013 Fleeing to a backwoods town after a devastating tragedy, once-famous Irish film director
Rill Pierce shares an intimate night with his best friend's sister, Katie Hughes, and embarks on a relationship with a
potential to both heal and destroy him. By the author of Because You Are Mine. Original. 150,000 first printing.
Changing Lanes Katie Graykowski 2014-11-02 Professional Football Player, Devon Harding found his soul mate at the age of
seventeen. Trouble is, he can't remember her last name. For the last fourteen years, he's been waiting for The Universe
to send her back to him. When that day comes, he nearly falls all over himself to get to her. But he plays it cool and
waits for her to come to him. And she walks right past him. Pediatric Oncologist, Laney Nixon has only been in love
once-at the age of sixteen. For the last fourteen years, she's looked for him, but not know his last name has made
finding him impossible. But when she comes face-to-face with him, she doesn't recognize him. Can Devon get her to
remember the past so they can have a future? Because all is fair in love and football...and the past is just the
beginning.
Moral Freedom Jeffrey Olen 1988-01-01 Moral Freedom reconciles three apparently inconsistent truisms about morality:
first, moral rules are society's rules; second, morality is a matter of individual choice: and third, some things are
wrong regardless of what any society or individual has to say. In developing a moral theory that accommodates all three
truisms, Jeffrey Olen offers a view of morality that allows individuals a generous degree of moral freedom.The author
explores various answers to the question, "Does anybody or anything have any moral authority over how I live my life?"
His answer is "No." In a lively, conversational style, Olen leads the reader through the arguments, examples, and
exceptions that contribute to this conclusion. Along the way, he contends that what most philosophers call the moral
point of view, but what he refers to as the impersonal moral point of view, is but one of two moral points of view. The
other is the personal moral point of view, which Olen defends against the allegedly overriding demands of impersonal
morality.Moral Freedom considers the work of philosophers as diverse as Kant, Nietzsche, Kurt Baier, Bernard Williams,
and Daniel Dennett. Admitting that this is a personal discussion of the nature of morality, Olen claims the "freedom" to
engage these intellectual issues in a personal style to illustrate the personal moral point of view that he champions.
Author note: Jeffrey Olen is Professor of Philosophy at the University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point.
Texas Rose Always Katie Graykowski 2016-11-29 Justus Jacobi loves three things: her seven-�year-�old son, landscape
design, and the man she sees only once a year. For the past twelve years, they've spent a surreal week together, but
Justus has never considered their relationship anything but a dream--especially since they've never exchanged their real
names. But when Justus comes to the Texas Rose Ranch to work, fantasy becomes reality fast... Houston "Rowdy" Rose is an
award-winning vintner, the second son in the Texas Rose Ranch dynasty...and the keeper of a secret that, if discovered,
would make him an outsider in his own family. If they knew where he went the first week of every September, it would
throw into question his reputation--reserved, cautious--revealing an unbridled artistic side he'd rather keep hidden.
But that side of Rowdy is all Justus knows--until now. As they rekindle their passionate relationship in the real world,
they learn what their lives look like outside of a once-a-year romance--and whether love can survive a reality check.
Applying Ethics Julie C. Van Camp 2010-01-01 Help your students discover the ethical implications and issues surrounding
today's most compelling social dilemmas--from genetic engineering and cloning to terrorism and the use of torture--with
APPLYING ETHICS: A TEXT WITH READINGS. Framed by the authors' helpful introductions and supported by a variety of
readings and cases that reflect both sides of the topics being explored, this best-selling book offers a balanced
introduction to ethics today.
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Going Under Georgia Cates 2012-06-22 Jessie Boone is a self proclaimed bad boy and doesn't march to the beat of anyone's
drum, but his own. Growing up in less than desirable circumstances has made him no stranger to the hard knock life and
his determination to leave it behind is fierce. When he finds himself transferred to East Franklin High School, he sees
his opportunity to use his athletic ability to snag a college football scholarship, but Forbes Henderson, the player
Jessie means to replace isn't giving up his spot willingly. ... Claire Deveraux is perfection at its best. She is
beautiful, intelligent and unaware she just became Jessie Boone's conquest as revenge against her boyfriend, Forbes
Henderson.
Texas Rose Forever Katie Graykowski 2016-03-15 Everything's bigger in Texas, and that goes double at the Texas Rose
Ranch, home to the Rose family through five generations of toil, sweat, and scandal. From the moment CanDee McCain is
hired to write a history of the Roses' empire, she's bowled over by tall, sexy Cinco Rose. True, the man initially
mistakes her for a stripper, but he certainly puts the man in manly. For the first time since her cheating ex left,
stealing her novel-in-progress in the process, CanDee is ready to have a little fun. No woman has ever made Cinco feel
both so at ease and so turned on. Since his divorce, he's preferred a saddle and solitude to risking his heart again.
Yet something draws him to the fast-talking, leggy redhead. CanDee's not just sweet; she's smart and brave too. But her
research is uncovering long-buried secrets that could jeopardize everything the Roses prize most--and destroy a love
that's just begun to bloom.
The Marilyns Books 1-3 Box Set Katie Graykowski 2020-06-02 This digital boxed set contains all three books in The
Marilyns series. Place Your Betts: Monroe is a country music rags-to-riches story. As the daughter of the town slut, she
clawed her way up from the bars of Bourbon Street to the Country Music Hall of Fame. She’s America’s sweetheart, darling
of the media, and a multi-platinum star. But she has a secret. At the age of sixteen, she had a baby and gave him up for
adoption because her boyfriend wasn't ready for fatherhood. Now she finds out that her precious baby boy has been living
with his father from day one. Gabe Swanson is a Texas cattle baron riches-to-rags story. As the only son of the town's
most prominent family, it was a huge blow when his father lost the family fortune in a ponzi scheme. Now, Gabe is land
rich and cash poor. But he has his son and family is all that matters. When Betts moves back to the small town that
shunned her, all hell breaks loose. She wants her son. Can Betts and Gabe leave their past in the rear view mirror so
they can be a family? Getting Lucky: Lucky Strickland has lost everything. First it was her dignity and then it was her
husband and now it’s her house. She’s penniless, stuck at the McDonalds in Bee Cave, Texas, and her only hope, her
brother-in-law, just stole her car. Eighteen months ago, she was the wife of rock-and-roll legend, Ricky Strickland.
Rock-My World, their reality TV show, was number one. Then, on the live season finale, Ricky introduced her to his
mistress and their three daughters. Lucky stormed out. Ricky followed after her and wrapped his car around the nearest
oak tree. Will Brodie, Lucky’s bother-in-law, will do anything to get her back home. Lucky needs to grieve for her
husband and take care of the lawsuit the realty TV network filed. They want their money back OR for her to film a new
realty TV show—with Ricky’s children. Two months ago, Ricky’s daughters lost their mother to cancer—now they only have
Will. If Will can get Lucky to open her heart to the girls and to him, maybe he can finally give Lucky the family she’s
always wanted. Sorry Charlie: International Bestselling Author Katie Graykowski comes a love story about friendship,
laughter, and Louisiana politics. Charlotte Guidry, Charlie, is Louisiana royalty. Her ancestor, Jean-Baptiste Le Moyne
De Bienville, settled New Orleans and someone from her family has been running either the city or the state ever since.
Her father, The Honorable Thaddeus Thibodaux governor of the great state of Louisiana, is up for reelection and Charlie
is in charge of his campaign. Wagner Scott will do anything to help his candidate, Jerome Breaux, win the governorship
including wining and dining the competition’s campaign manager. It certainly isn’t a hardship taking Charlie Guidry out
on the town, in fact, he’s enjoying this assignment. He’s never met a woman quite like Charlie. She’s anything but dull.
Soon, she comes to mean more to him than just a means to an end. He has feelings for her. Can he sacrifice everything he
believes in for love? Can she forgive him?
Fodor's Scotland Fodor's Travel Guides 2016-04-19 Written by locals, Fodor's travel guides have been offering expert
advice for all tastes and budgets for 80 years. Scotland offers astonishing variety: its iconic lochs and mountains, as
well as lively cities such as Edinburgh and Glasgow, have strong allure. St. Andrews is a pilgrimage for golfers;
castles dot the country; and whisky distilleries are gaining popularity. Scotland's customs and products--from tartans
to tweeds--are known worldwide, but there's nothing like experiencing them firsthand. This travel guide includes: ·
Dozens of maps · Hundreds of hotel and restaurant recommendations, with Fodor's Choice designating our top picks ·
Multiple itineraries to explore the top attractions and what’s off the beaten path · Major sights such as The Calanais
Standing Stones, Tobermory, Isle of Skye, Glencoe, Loch Lomond and the Trossachs, and Kelvingrove · Coverage of
Edinburgh and the Lothians; Glasgow; The Borders and the Southwest; Fife and Angus; The Central Highlands; Aberdeen and
the Northeast; Argyll and the Isles; Inverness and Around the Great Glen; The Northern Highlands and the Western Isles;
Orkney and Shetland Islands
Ethics in Journalism Jeffrey Olen 1988
Charge to My Line Lani Lynn Vale 2015-04-02 Bad Boy. Screw-up. Good for nothing. Hero. Angel. These were all words
Grayson 'Torren' Trammel had heard whispered behind his back over his lifetime. What he hadn't heard was 'quitter, ' and
he'd be damned if some little rehab chick, with her beautiful blonde hair, and hot, sassy little mouth was going to
label him as such. Tru knows Grayson's not for her. He's too bad. Too hot. Too demanding. Too taken. As she helps
Grayson get back into fighting shape after a horrific accident nearly ripped his life away from him, there's just
something about him that makes her want more.
The Diogenes Trilogy Douglas Preston 2012-12-01 Now, available for the first time together in a single volume: a
digital-only, value-priced omnibus edition of the "Diogenes Trilogy": Brimstone, Dance of Death, and The Book of the
Dead--featuring Pendergast's mysterious brother--by #1 New York Times bestselling authors Preston & Child. BRIMSTONE: A
body is found in the attic of a fabulous Long Island estate. There is a hoofprint scorched into the floor, and the
stench of sulfur chokes the air. When FBI Special Agent Pendergast investigates the gruesome crime, he discovers that
thirty years ago four men conjured something unspeakable. Has the devil come to claim his due? DANCE OF DEATH: Two
brothers. One, top FBI Agent, Aloysius Pendergast. The other, Diogenes, a brilliant and twisted criminal. An undying
hatred between them. Now, a perfect crime. And the ultimate challenge: Stop me if you can. BOOK OF THE DEAD: A talented
FBI agent, rotting away in a high security prison for a murder he did not commit. His psychotic brother, about to
perpetrate a horrific crime. A young woman with an extraordinary past, on the edge of a violent breakdown. An ancient
Egyptian tomb about to be unveiled at a celebrity-studded New York gala, an enigmatic curse released. Memento Mori.
To the Limit Cindy Gerard 2007-05-01 When former Secret Service agent Eve Garrett, gets a late night call from Tiffany
Clayborne saying "Eve, please come and get me" she books over the the bar Tiffany says she's at. She met the girl when
she was still an agent. Tiffany was her first assignment and she developed a big sister attachment to the kid that
continues to this day. However, when Eve gets to the bar she sees some suspicious activity in a dark alley and her gut
tells her that Tiffany is involved. When she goes after her, she's knocked out and when she comes to, Tiffany is gone.
Eve believes that Tiffany is in danger. But when she goes to Tiffany's father, he doesn't want Eve anywhere near
Tiffany. After all she was in charge the last time Tiffany got hurt. Eve and Tiffany have put that incident behind them.
Her father has not. He plans to hire his own private detective to check into this.doesn't hesitate. Eve doesn't trust
Tiffany's safety to anyone else and decides to hunt fo her on her own. However, uring her search in Miami, Florida she
runs into Clayborne's detective--her old flame, Mac, who loved her and left her. He's the last person she wants to see,
especially on this case. However, when several attempts are made on Eve's life, Mac decides that they should stick
together. And the closer they get to Tiffany, the more deadly secrets unfold and the more the danger rises. . .
Over the Line Cindy Gerard 2007-04-01 "Sweet Baby Jane" Perkins has carved out a mega-selling reputation as rock's
favorite bad girl. But her hard-living, tough-talking image can't prevent the sharp dose of reality that hit home when
her estranged mother is killed in a car accident. As bizarre coincidences escalate in her own life, Janey grows certain
that someone is watching her every move, and it's not one of her adoring fans... Since leaving the Army Rangers six
months ago, Jason Wilson has been adrift, a warrior without a war. Now he's taken his first civilian assignment for his
army buddy's security firm: protecting a rock diva on her sold-out tour. Far from being a spoiled star, Janey is a
revelation—sweet, modest, and incredibly sexy. Their friendship is turning to mutual, heated desire, but it's a
distraction that could cost them more than their hearts... Drawn into the depths of a deadly secret, they'll face off
against a killer growing more ruthless every day, and Jase will discover just how far he'll go to protect an explosive
passion he never expected...
Picture Your Prosperity Ellen Rogin 2015-01-13 Everyone has a unique vision of a prosperous and secure future. What’s
yours? If someone asked you to describe prosperity and security, what would you see in your mind’s eye? Is it finally
taking that trip to Paris? A beautiful beach house? Or maybe making that last mortgage payment and staying right where
you are? In your vision are you captaining a sailboat? Hiking through a redwood forest? Or simply enjoying a precious
moment of peace and contentment? When it comes to financial planning, it’s easy to jump right into the minutiae of
investments, skipping over the deeper questions of what you really want from your money, both now and in the future. But
in Picture Your Prosperity, Ellen Rogin and Lisa Kueng do the opposite. First they’ll help you figure out exactly what
you need and want. Only then will they show you how to make the smart money decisions that can help turn your vision
into reality. If the thought of financial planning and investing sounds about as appealing as a trip to the dentist,
you’re not alone. Many of us avoid the process because it feels too stressful, boring, or difficult. But as Ellen and
Lisa have learned from their years in financial services, thinking about money becomes exciting and fun when it’s tied
to your personal vision instead of a pile of technical details. And it can be easier than you think. Once your goal is
clear, the authors show you how to design your investments to create the life you’ve envisioned. Soon you’ll feel more
in control of your finances and on the road to the things that matter most. You’ll be able to create a plan that’s
broken down into manageable and, dare we say it, enjoyable steps. You’ll learn how to handle your money with more joy
and less stress, even during turbulent times. And you’ll explore ways your financial moves can have a huge positive
impact on other people. As Rogin and Kueng write, “Your money is important, but money is meaningless if it can’t be
connected to the rest of your life. Who cares what the totals on your balance sheet or in your bank account are if you
can’t use them to build the kind of future you want? What good is having a brilliant investment strategy if you worry
incessantly about losing it, constantly fight with your partner about money, or come home and kick your dog on days the
market drops? What if instead you felt positive, peaceful, and prosperous? Get ready to feel more excited than ever
about your money, and about all the good things it can bring.
Beauty from Surrender Georgia Cates 2013 How do you move on when he's every song you sing? After Laurelyn walks away
from Jack, she returns to Nashville to pursue the only dream she has left, and immerses herself in her music. An
unforeseen opportunity sends her on a rocket ride straight to the top where Laurelyn finds the success she's always
dreamed of. Meanwhile, Jack is searching for Laurelyn, but the woman he finds isn't the same one who drifted away
without a goodbye. Can he make her visualize a life beyond the glitz and glamour ... a life that includes him?
The 8-Hour Diet David Zinczenko 2013-12-03 A paradigm-shifting diet plan that allows you to eat anything you want, as
much as you want—and still strip away 20, 40, 60 pounds, or more. After conducting extensive research at the Salk
Institute and the National Institute on Aging, poring over copious amounts of new research in intermittent fasting, and
engaging 2,000 people for a test panel, bestselling authors David Zinczenko and Peter Moore determined that people can
lose remarkable amounts of weight eating the foods they like best—as long as they eat within a set 8-hour time period.
Fasting is, of course, an ancient spiritual and health practice, but it's also a way to sidestep many of the ills of the
modern world—including diabetes, heart disease, and cognitive impairment. Zinczenko and Moore demonstrate how simply
observing this timed-eating strategy, even just three days a week, will reset your metabolism so that you can enter fatburning mode first thing in the morning—and stay there all day long. And by focusing on eight critical, nutrient-rich
Powerfoods, you can build in a second layer of protection against Alzheimer's, heart disease, and even the common cold.
In the book, you will find motivating strategies, delicious recipes, and an 8-minute workout routine to maximize calorie
burn. The 8-Hour Diet promises to strip away unwanted pounds and give you the focus and willpower you need to reach your
goals for weight loss and life.
Harmony and High Heels Tracy Wolff 2016-11-07 From New York Times Bestselling author Tracy Wolff and International
Bestselling author Katie Graykowski comes a sizzling tale of heartbreak, Harley-Davidsons and high heels … Harmony
Wright is a bad girl living a good girl’s life. From the time she was born, she’s always been the good twin. The
ladylike twin. The twin her high society (or at least as high society as you can get in San Angelo, TX) mom likes to
parade in front of all her garden club friends. She’s gone along with it, too—wearing pearls and Chanel when ripped
jeans and motorcycle boots are more her speed. But when Harmony takes off for an extended visit with her twin sister,
Lyric, she leaves her good girl persona in the dust … Dalton Mane knows what it is to be bad and he’s more than ready
for the peace that comes with living the good life. Once the crown prince of a powerful biker gang, Bastards of Hell, he
walked away from it all when tragedy struck. Now the general manager of the Fort Worth Wranglers, he spends his time
wheeling and dealing in the sports world and all while keeping an entire team of football players in line. When Harmony
crashes into Dalton, his tidy little life is over. Will he give up everything to keep Harmony out of trouble?
Charming Coco Katie Graykowski 2017-05-26 From International Bestselling Author Katie Graykowski comes a love story
about fate, fame, and football. Coco Robbins has spent the last fifteen years falling out of love with Seth Charming.
What started out as a schoolgirl crush, grew into a full-fledged fantasy. Too bad, he had no idea she even existed. Now
as an orthopedic surgeon who's spent the last four years working with Doctors Without Borders, she ran halfway around
the world to get away from Seth only to find herself right back where she started. Seth Charming is the quarterback of
the Super Bowl winning Texas Lone Stars. He has the world at his feet, several women at his side, and all the fame and
fortune he could ever want. Only something's missing. He wants a family. Unfortunately, he has yet to meet the right
woman. When Coco Robbins strolls back into Seth's life, he knows immediately that she's the one he's been waiting for
... only now he has to convince her that she's in love with him.
To the Brink Cindy Gerard 2007-04-01 Working on highly sensitive diplomatic affairs, Darcy Prescott is a natural target
for terrorist kidnappers. But when she's mysteriously plucked off a street in Manila one sultry night, Darcy's
disappearance isn't what it seems... The moment Special Forces soldier Ethan Garrett laid eyes on Darcy, he knew she was
the woman he would marry—and he did. But when their marriage fell apart, Ethan never really recovered. Now a highly paid
bodyguard, Ethan quickly slips back into combat mode when he learns of Darcy's disappearance and calls in old favors to
assemble a rogue rescue team.... Tracking Darcy all the way to the jungles of the Philippines, Ethan knows every move he
makes could mean the difference between life and death. His love for Darcy burns stronger than ever. But when he learns
the true reason for her abduction, it may be too late to save her—or himself...
The Debra Dilemma Katie Graykowski 2015-09 Debra Covington is finally getting her life together. She's spent the last
ten years making Warren Daniver pay for choosing a million dollars over her. Her plan of sport-dating the entire
football team that Daniver owns has backfired and the only one she's hurting is herself. Now, she works at Safe Place
helping victims of domestic violence. Warren Daniver has a problem. Debra Covington is no longer making his life a
living hell and now, he can't stop thinking about her. Ten years ago, he took her father's money to keep from ruining
her life. Warren has regretted taking the money every minute since he cashed that check. It's time he told her the
truth...only she refuses to see him. The harder Warren tries to insinuate himself into Debra's life, the harder she
resists him. Their mental tug-of-war comes to a head when Warren learns that when he left all of those years ago, Debra
was pregnant. Can she ever forgive him? Can he forgive himself? Warren will stop at nothing to finally solve, The Debra
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Dilemma.
Newport Harbor House Cindy Nichols 2020 Jen Watson can't believe this trip might be her last at the family beach house
in Newport. She finally has a summer all to herself with her kids grown and gone and she's been waiting for this for
decades -- she's earned it after raising three boys on her own. Now that she's an empty-nester, the summer is a long
stretch of a little bit of work and a lot of fun with her two best friends. They've all raised their kids on the beach,
taught them how to swim in the harbor and made sandcastles until well after the sun set. And now it's their turn. A
summer project of fixing up the old house sounds fun until things go south. Peeling paint is one thing, but the house is
old and needs a little more than just a patch here and there. The rest of the family doesn't want to sink money into any
repairs, and Jen and her friends put their heads together to come up with a plan. Faith is teaching summer school and
Carrie has her own clinic, but they're ready with hammers, nails and paintbrushes to do what's needed to keep the house
in the family -- and create even more memories, no matter what it takes.
Fodor's Greek Islands Fodor's Travel Guides 2015-02-24 Written by locals, Fodor's travel guides have been offering
expert advice for all tastes and budgets for 80 years. For many travelers, the Greek Islands represent the ultimate
Mediterranean getaway. Spectacular full-color images of impossibly blue seas, whitewashed alleyways draped in pink
bougainvillea, and famous historical sites add a special dimension to Fodor's Greek Islands. Helpful tools such as an
at-a-glance Island Finder and a cruise chapter make it easy for travelers to plan their perfect trip. Also included is
full coverage of the big-city wonders of Athens. This travel guide includes: · Dozens of full-color maps · Hundreds of
hotel and restaurant recommendations, with Fodor's Choice designating our top picks · In-depth breakout features on
Greek cuisine, Mykonos nightlife, and Santorini · Coverage of Athens, The Saronic Gulf Islands, The Sporades, Corfu, The
Cyclades, Crete, Rhodes and the Dodecanese, and The Northern Aegean Islands Planning to visit more of Greece? Check out
Fodor's country-wide travel guide to Greece.
Heart Breaker Nicole Jordan 1998-02-01 A CONVENIENT BRIDE Burdened by Family debts, Heather Ashford has no choice but to
exchange her dreams of romance and accept the proposal of ruggedly handsome cattle baron Sloan McCord. However the
widowed rancher is more than she bargains for. Tormented by a deep sorrow, Sloan keeps his heart well guarded, even as
he sets her body on fire night after night. But each time Heather gazes into his ice blue eyes, she realizes she wants
more from this man than his passion--she wants his love. AN IRRESISTIBLE GROOM But Sloan McCord has vowed never to love
again. Although his infant daughter needs a mother, he doesn't want--or need--a wife. He is surprised that Heather, an
elegant citybred lady, turns his remote Colorado ranch house into a home, and tenderly cares for his child. She is
beginning to haunt his thoughts by day and steal his breath by night--and this he cannot have if he is to keep a safe
distance. Does his fierce bride of convenience have the strength to heal his broken heart--before he breaks hers? A
CONVENIENT BRIDE Burdened by Family debts, Heather Ashford has no choice but to exchange her dreams of romance and
accept the proposal of ruggedly handsome cattle baron Sloan McCord. However the widowed rancher is more than she
bargains for. Tormented by a deep sorrow, Sloan keeps his heart well guarded, even as he sets her body on fire night
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after night. But each time Heather gazes into his ice blue eyes, she realizes she wants more from this man than his
passion--she wants his love. AN IRRESISTIBLE GROOM But Sloan McCord has vowed never to love again. Although his infant
daughter needs a mother, he doesn't want--or need--a wife. He is surprised that Heather, an elegant citybred lady, turns
his remote Colorado ranch house into a home, and tenderly cares for his child. She is beginning to haunt his thoughts by
day and steal his breath by night--and this he cannot have if he is to keep a safe distance. Does his fierce bride of
convenience have the strength to heal his broken heart--before he breaks hers?
My Life on Craigslist Alexandra Ares 2011-05-13 Suddenly alone and with nothing, a New York girl starts to live
vicariously through Craigslist where she quickly runs into trouble. A razor-sharp satire of today's wildest mores
unabashedly unleashed on Craigslist! Meet Emily Thompson, 25, quirky, with a keen eye for contemporary art. One year
after she moves to the trendy East Village in New York City, where she lands a job in an art gallery and an artist
boyfriend, her life is thrown in an uproar when she loses everything. Suddenly alone, with no boyfriend, no money in the
bank, no friends and a family far away, Emily starts to live vicariously through Craigslist where she's either the con
and the conned and for the most part nothing works. A roommate who is rarely home, turns out to be an escort, which
makes Emily get on her high moral horse, but later, when Emily herself becomes an escort for a day things spiral out of
control…A big movie producer with a hidden dark side, a lost painting with a potential bright side, and a mysterious
neighbor with a serpent tattoo, will all come into play.KUDOS FOR MY LIFE ON CRAIGSLISTIndie Novel selected in the first
cut of the Amazon Breakthrough Novel Award 2011“A SEAMLESS MERGING OF THE LATEST "BLOG BOOKS" TREND (LIKE "SLEEPING
NAKED IS GREEN") AND "BRIDGET JONES' DIARY." Very funny….Many laugh-out-loud memorable lines….Originality: 5-stars….Very
clean, clear voice and original writing.” Amazon Breakthrough Novel Award Review “THIS IS THE QUINTESSENTIAL NEW YORK
STORY OF A YOUNG WOMAN IN SEARCH OF HER TRUE SELF....Emily is bright and funny….The friends she picks up along the way
are rakishly entertaining and both help and hinder her quest for success. So much of what occurs is beauty-fully tied
up. I adored it. The Apatow films don't do it better. This book is a d-flawless diamond, small but utterly perfect.”
Monique Raphel High, best-selling novelist"Alexandra Ares has AN INCREDIBLE INSIGHT into the human persona and expresses
HER TANTALIZING TALENT with My Life On Craigslist." Alan Abel, humorist writer, the world's most famous prankster “A
LITTLE SUBVERSIVE BOOK FILLED WITH COOL ART REFERENCES, quirky thoughts, and a coming of age leading where you least
expect it. The end begs for more. Even guys will love it!” Grant Henley, CL User "VERY COOL! I can totally identify with
Emily/Swan: jobless, looking for a roommate, zero money in the bank, and above all desperately seeking some sort of
sexual or intimate connection that would numb the pain of this lonely existence. Bravo!" Ismael Corpas, CL User, Fillm
Director“MY LIFE ON CRAIGSLIST WILL STRIKE A CHORD WITH MANY, AND IS A MUST-READ FOR ANYONE WHO USES CRAIGSLIST OR WANTS
TO LEARN MORE ABOUT IT. Alexandra Ares writes this book for the millions of people who are dependent on Craigslist as a
free service that provides an exchange system.” Todd Rutherford, The Publishing Guru “SHARP AND FUNNY! This entire
journey from Craigslist to mundane life and back has a cinematic quality that could inspire a cool New York film.
Alexandra Ares combines the visuals and witty dialog of a screenwriter with the emotional depths of a skilled novelist."
Tudor Petrut, Actor/Director, LA Peggy in the Discover Campaign
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